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It is not very difficult to construct a flow in three dimensional Euclidean 
space which admits a periodic orbit with the following property: it is in the 
o-limit set of exactly one orbit other than itse1f.r However, this is not 
possible if there are no other closed invariant sets of the flow near the periodic 
orbit. 
One aim of this paper is to establish the latter statement (but for smooth 
flows only so as to avoid technical difficulties) and to give in addition a local 
description of the set of orbits asymptotic to the periodic orbit, The result 
(as given in 4.1) states that this set looks pretty much as the simplest examples 
suggest it might. 
The second aim is to relate the two notions of “isolated invariant set” and 
“carrying a one-form” which provide an abstraction of the problem. The 
notion of an invariant set which carries a one-form is discussed in Section 1. 
This idea was used (in particular) by Schwartz in [l] and some of the proofs 
in Section 1 are in his work; however, they are given here since he was 
interested in a specific case. The isolated invariant sets and isolating blocks of 
section two are discussed in more detail in [2]. The main theorem is proved in 
Section 3 and some consequences are discussed in Section 4. 
1. INVARIANT SETS WHICH CARRY A ONE-FORM 
1.1 Stmding Notation 
Throughout this paper, X denotes a smooth finite dimensional compact 
manifold, R denotes the real numbers, 4 : X x R -+ X denotes a smooth 
flow on X and q$ the vector field defining (6. If A C X and J C R, the se-t 
(#p,t)IpEAandtEJ)isdenotedbyA‘J.I nvariant sets of 4 will generally 
* Research supported by National Science Foundation under Grant No. GP-144 
8841. 
1 The author does not know that this can be done smoothly, however. 
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be denoted by I (thus, by definition I * R = I) and the space of closed 
invariant sets with the Hausdorff metric is denoted f. 
An orbit segment will mean a set of the form p * J where J is an interval 
in R. The symbol y is used to denote such an orbit segment, and / y 1 denotes 
the length of J. For a one-form, f, f(r) means the integral of 5 on (the 
simplex) y oriented in the natural way. 
1.2. DEFINITION. An invariant set I carries a one-form [ if and only if 
there exists E, T > 0 such that: y Cl and 1 y 1 3 T implies f(y) 3 E 1 y I. 
The collection of closed invariant subsets which carry f will be called x(f). 
1.3. Remark. If 1 carries c then the closure of I does also. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let I be a closed invariant set. Suppose there is a S > 0 such 
that: for each p E I there exists t(p) with f(p * [Ot(p)]) 3 6. 
Then there exists E, T > 0 and a neighborhood U of I such that: y C U and 
IyI >TimpZies&)>~[yl. 
Thus any invariant set in U (in particular I) is in ,# (f) and 9(f) is open in 4. 
Proof. For p E I choose an open set U(p) containingp such that: q E U(p) 
implies &q * [Ot(p)]) > S/2. Let U(p,),..., U(p,) cover I and let U = u U(p,). 
Let M = max{t(p,)}: . Also let K > 0 be such that y C X implies 
5(Y) > --K I Y I (4 is a one-form, 4 a vector field so ((4) is bounded below on 
-0 
Now the initial point of y is in some U(p,); assuming I y 1 3 M, let y” be 
the orbit segment obtained from y on cutting off an initial segment, y’, of 
length t(p,) (corresponding to U(pi)). 
Then 
&Y) = E(Y’) + E(r”) 
2 ; I Y’ I + &J”). 
After finitely many steps, y can be written as 7 + j7 where / p’ j < M, and 
5(~)>PI~l- 
Thus 
tW 3 HI Y I - W - KM 
> E. IYI-M KM 
[ ‘2 IYI -ml Iyl 




S T-M KM 
2 T T 1 
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Another aspect of “carrying a form” is: 
1.5. COROLLARY. If I is a closed invariant set whose minimal ceater of 
attraction carries E, then I carries e. Thus if an element of 2 has minimal cerzter 
of attraction in 9(t), it is in #(Q. 
Proof. By 1.4 there exists E, T > 0 and a neighborhood U of the minimal 
center of attraction such that: y C U and j y j > T implies E(y) > E 1 y 1. 
Also there is a neighborhood V of the minimal center of attraction (since it is 
an invariant set) such that eachp in V is contained is an orbit segment y C U 
with j y j > T. 
Defining 
m(P, f> = t f xdp * 4 d.9 
0 
(where xv is the characteristic function of V), we have 
5(P - FL 4) 3 [m(t) E - K(1 - m(t))1 t. 
But by the definition of minimal center of attraction, m(t) -+ 1 as t -+ 00. It 
follows that I satisfies the conditions of 1.4 with respect to .$, and so carries e. 
Finally there is the following “stability theorem”: 
1.6. THEOREM. Let 4 be a smooth flow with a closed invariant set I which 
carries the one-form c. Assume also that f is itself closed when restricted to some 
neighborhood of I. 
Then there exists a neighborhood U of I and a neighborhood Cp of $ in the 
compact open topology on jlows such that: if 4’ E If, is smooth and I’ is a closed 
ivavariant set of 4’ in U, then I’ carries 6. 
To see this, we use 1.4; namely, since I carries 6, the hypothesis of 1.4 is 
satisfied. Thus E, T, and U can be chosen as in the coaclusion. Now Q, can be 
chosen so that any orbit segment y’ of @ which lies in U and satisfies j y’ j = T 
also satisfies &‘) > (e/2) T. Thus I’ satisfies the hypothesis of 1.4, and so 
carries f. 
1.7. Remark. The theorem of course does not assert that such an I 
will exist. A variety of theorems might be used (in appropriate special cases) 
to get this part of the hypothesis-in [l] such theorems are given for isolated 
invariant sets. 
1.8. An example of an invariant set which carries a ane-form is a periodic 
orbit. Later we will use the obvious fact that: if I is a periodic orbit, then there 
is a neighborhood U of I and a one-form f which is carried by I and whose 
restriction to U is closed. Then 5 represents a nontrivial cohomology class 
[[I E H1( U) and is not in the kernal of the inclusion induced homomorphism 
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H1( U) -+ HI(l) (&!* denotes Tech cohomology which is used because I is not 
always nice. Note also that here and in the following, the cohomology 
is taken with real coefficients). 
2. ISOLATED INVARIANT SETS 
2.1. DEFINITION. An invariant set is called isolated if it is the maximal 
invariant set in some neighborhood of itself. 
In [3] (not yet published) it is shown that any neighborhood of an isolated 
invariant set contains one in the form of an isolating block: 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let N be a compact submanifold of X with boundary 
aN and whose interior is an open subset of X. 
Define 
YZ+ z (p E 8N 1% > 0 withp . [-E, 0) n N = CD> 
n-r(p~aNI3~)Owithp.(O,~]nN=~} 
7 z {p E aN 14 is tangent to aN at p}. 
Then N is called an isolating block if n+ and n- are smooth submanifolds 
8N with (common) boundary T = KZ+ n n-. 
2.3. Remarks. Observe that in any case, n+ u n- u T covers 8N. If N 
is an isolating block, then n+ u n- = aN and so all points of aN leave N in 
one or the other time direction; thus the maximal invariant set in N is isolated. 
The local behavior of the flow near an isolated invariant set I is described in 
terms of the following sets: 





a- = A- n aN = a- n n-. 
It is easily seen that a+ and a- are closed sets interior to nl- and n-, respec- 
tively; the A's stand for asymptotic to I-as time increases in the case of A+, 
and as time decreases in the case of A-. 
We use the following easily proved property of isolating blocks [3]: 
2.5. COROLLARY. For p E n+ - a+ let n(p) be the next point on the orbit 
through p which lies in n- - a- (p itself if p E T). Then r is a homeomorphism 
between + - a+ and n- - a-. 
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3. ISOLATED INVARIANT SETS WHICH CARRY A CLOSED ONE-FORM 
3.1. THEOREM. Let I denote an isolated invariant set and f a one-form 
carried by I which is closed when restricted to some neighborhod of I. Let N denote 
an isoZat&g block for I which is contained in this neighborhood. 
Also, let [t] E HI(N) be the cohomology c&.ss of .$ [ N. Then with a! being any 
component of a+ or a-, [Q is not in the kerrzel of the inclusion indeed homvmor- 
phism 
HYN) -+ H+). 
The proof uses the following simple fact: 
3.2. LEMMA. If 5 is a closed one-form on the compact manifold X, thepa 
[Q E P(X) is nonzero if for each real 7, there is a one-simplex o such that 
!5(4 z l-* 
To see this, simply note that if 5 = d7 then 1 f(u)/ = / ~(u(i)) -. rl(o(O))[ 
which is uniformly bounded by 2 max / T /. 
To tinish the proof we can assume, by symmetry, that a is a component of 
a-. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 are results of standard theorems: 
LEMMA 3.3. Any neiglzborhood iz n- of OL contains one in the form of a 
compact submanifold Y of n- whose boundary is in n- - a-. 
(This is true for any clopen set in a- and a: is the intersection of such.) 
LEMMA 3.4. If [.$‘I is not in the kernel of S(N) -+ HI(Y) for any Y as in 
3.3, then 3.1 is true. 
(This might be attributed to “continuity of the Cech theory”). 
Using 1.4 we can show: 
LEMMA 3.5. There exists E, T > 0 such that y C N and / y 1 > T impZy 
Etr)>~IrL 
Proof. Since I carries f, we can find E’, T’ and U as in 1.4. We can also see 
that there is a real t’ such that if p E N - U then p . t’ or p * (-t’) is outside 
N: if not there would be a sequence &Jr, C & - U such that 
pn * [-n, n] _C N. Then any limit point p of (p,> satisfies p * R C N and 
p $ I contradicting the maximal&y of I. 
Thus if y _C N then y contains a subarc of length at least 1 y 1 - 28 which 
is in U: the E and T for N are then easily found. 
Now with Y as in 3.3, let ,Z be the set of points in n+ - a+ carried to Y- 
hence to Y - Y n a-. By 2.5 (first statement) 2 is homeomorphic to the latter 
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set and the (nonempty) set z - 2 is contained in a+. In particular, there is an 
arc fi in the closure of 2, with end pointsp and 4 say, which meets .Z - 2 C a+ 
in the point q alone. Let /IT with end points p and r # q be a subarc of /I. Then 
pV is carried into Y by the mapping (i.e., by the flow-see 2.5 for the definition 
of v). Also the orbit segments from pT to Y fill out a two-simplex whose 
boundary is the union of four arcs, namely, /I7 , 7~(&), the orbit segment yP 
from p to Y, and the orbit segment yr from r to Y. Now as rep, 
S(yT) -+ fco (3.5). On the other hand, &$) -+ 5(p) and [(y,) remains fixed. 
Since [ is closed we find that 1 ~(~@,))~ -+ co. By 3.2, and 3.4, Theorem 3.1 
follows. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In the examples that follow we will make use of a theorem of R. Easton 
which has not yet appeared in print. This theorem rests on the fact that if C 
is a compact subset of a two dimensional manifold M, then C admits arbitrarily 
small neighborhoods Y which are compact manifolds (with boundary) and 
such that the inclusion induced homomorphism H*(Y) -+ H*(C) is an 
injection. 
The theorem reads: 
4.1. THEOREM. If I is an isolated invariant set in a three-manifold, then 
there is an isolating block N for I such that H*(N) --+ H*(I) is an injection. 
A corollary of this result reads: 
4.2. COROLLARY. If I C AP is isolated and H*(I) is Jinitely generated, then 
there are isolating blocks N for I sllch that the inclusion induced homomorphisms 
below are isomorphisms: 
H*(N) --+ H*(I) 
H*(n+) + H*(a+) 
H*(n-) + H*(a-). 
Furthermore, N can be chosen so that N - I admits a deformation retraction 
to aN. 
(A consequence of this theorem is that there are closed subsets of E3 which 
have finitely generated Tech cohomology but which cannot be realized as an 
isolated invariant set of a flow on E3, for example, a “double” Fox-Artin arc. 
By contrast, any such closed subset of E2 is an isolated invariant set for some 
(smooth) flow on E2.) 
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We now consider an example relevant to the statements in the introduction: 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Suppose I is a periodic orbit in E3 which is isolated as an 
invariant set. Then I is isolated by some solid torus N such that N - I 
retracts to 8N (Easton’s theorem). By Theorem 3.1, if neither n+ nor n- is 
empty (i.e., if I is neither a repeller nor an attractor) then each of n+ and n- 
consist of a disjoint union of finitely many “parallel” annuli in aN. Also a+ 
and a- each consist of a finite number of “Cech circles,” each of which is a 
spine for one of these annuli. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. To better see the role played by carrying a form, one might 
consider an example where N is a solid torus and I is a circle (again ,appearing 
as a center line) but where 7 (the set in which orbits are tangent to 8N) now 
consists of one circle which bounds a disk in %V. Theorem 3.1 implies I 
cannot consist of a periodic orbit. (It is not diflicult to construct such an 
example; cf. [2].) 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Consider a flow on E3 which admits as an isolated invariant 
set a smooth two dimensional torus T. Using Easton’s theorem, T is isolated 
by an N homeomorphic to T x [interval]. 
Let pi and & be the standard generators of F(N, 2) and let d6r and do, be 
the one forms whose cohomology classes in P(N, R) = H”(N, Z) @ R 
correspond to /3, @ 1 and & @ 1 respectively. 
Suppose the flow restricted to T is the irrational flow; so that for any 
rationals p and 4, T carries either p dOI + q &, or -$J dt$ - q d8, . 
Now let v be any component of n+ or n-. By 3.1, p d& + q dt?, represents 
nontrivial cohomology in v and so any real linear combination of dS, and dB, 
is nontrivial in Hi(v). It follows that each boundary component of N is fully 
contained in either n+ or n- (the easy argument uses the fact that the boundary 
components are torii) and from there that the orbits near and to one side of T 
all tend to T or all tend away from T. 
In particular, a volume preserving differential equation (in E3) cannot 
admit a torus with an irrational flow as an isolated invariant set. On the other 
hand, there are such differential equations which admit a torus with a periodic 
flow as an isolated invariant set. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. The previous example admits a partial generalization to 
higher dimensions. Namely, let TT be an invariant r-torus in Xn (a > r) and 
let d@ ,..., d@ be closed one-forms in a neighborhood of TT such that the 
cohomology classes [dP],..., [de] in F( T, R) generate. Then if N isolates 
TT and the flow restricted to TTis irrational, it follows that d#,..., d&represent 
independent cohomology classes in any component of RZ+, n-, a+ or a-. 
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In the two-dimensional case (in E3) @ A d@ also represents nontrivial 
cohomology in these components-I do not know if this is true in the higher 
dimensional situations. 
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